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Objectives
Describe where to locate a copy of the current CMS 

CoP manual.

Discuss the importance of a current history and 
physical for any patient undergoing elective surgery.

Review why all verbal orders must be signed off 
with the corresponding date and time.

Explain new and revised standards, regulations, 
and laws put forth by CMS, TJC and the federal 
government. 

Evaluate compliance requirements and penalties.
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You Don’t Want One of These
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Many revisions since manual came out in 1986

Manual updated more frequently now

Has section numbers called tag numbers and goes 
from 1 to 1164

 First regulations are published in the Federal 
Register then CMS publishes the Interpretive 
Guidelines and some have survey procedures 2

 Hospitals should check this website once a month for 
changes

1 http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collection.action?collectionCode=FR

2www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp

The Conditions of Participation (CoPs)



July 11, 2014  Final Changes
 CMS issues 201 pages related to final changes to the 

CMS CoP on May 7, 2014 & effective 7-11-2014

 Hospital privileges for RD or nutrition specialist to write 
diet orders
 Final rules memo issued with IGs Jan 30, 2015

 Board must consult with chief medical officer for each 
individual hospital regarding quality of medical care 
provided in the hospital and suggest at least twice a 
year

 Each hospital can have separate medical staff or a unified 
integrated medical staff
 Specific rules for the MS and board effective September 26, 2014
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Final Federal Register Changes
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www.ofr.gov/(S(5jsvvwmsi4nfjrynav20ebeq))/OFR
Upload/OFRData/2014-10687_PI.pdf



July11, 2014  Final Changes
Medical Staff can include PharmD,  registered 

dieticians, PA, NP, dentist, podiatrist, speech 
pathologist, etc.

Must be consistent with state scope of practice 
and state law 

Allow practitioners not on MS to order outpatient 
services
 Must have policy to specify which tests can be ordered

 Must be licensed in state where care is provided

 Must be acting within scope of practice under state law
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July 11, 2014  Final Changes
No requirement for board to include MD/DO

Allow in-house preparation of 
radiopharmaceuticals on off hours without a 
physician or a pharmacist being present 

Changes for hospitals that are transplant centers

Swing beds move to Part D so accreditation 
organizations can survey

CAH P&P committee deleted requirement for non 
staff member requirement and 2 other sections
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MS and Board Final IG 
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Survey Memo January 30, 2015
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How to Keep Up with Changes
First, periodically check to see you have the 
most current  CoP manual and sign up to get 
the Federal Register1

Once a month go out and check the survey 
and certification website 2 

Once a month check the CMS transmittal page 3

Have one person in your facility who has this 
responsibility

 1  http://www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendicestoc.pdf

 2  http://www.cms.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp#TopOfPage

 3 http://www.cms.gov/Transmittals
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Subscribe to the Federal Register
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http://listserv.access.gp
o.gov/cgi-

bin/wa.exe?SUBED1=
FEDREGTOC-L&A=1



Location of CMS Hospital CoP Manual
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New website 
www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendixtoc.pdf



CoP Manual Also Called SOM
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www.cms.hhs.gov/manu
als/downloads/som107_

Appendixtoc.pdf



CMS Survey and Certification Website
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www.cms.gov/SurveyCertific
ationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp#

TopOfPage

Click on Policy & Memos
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Example of Survey Memo Glucose Monitoring
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Transmittals
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www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-
Guidance/Guidance/Transmittals/2014-

Transmittals.html



CMS Survey Memos
 CMS has many recent memos of interest
 Privacy and confidentiality

 Luer misconnections, IV and blood and blood products

 Use of insulin pens issue, immediate use steam sterilization

 Single dose vials and safe injection practices

 Humidity in the OR,     Reporting to internal PI program

 Complaint manual and reporting to AO

 Deficiencies of hospitals,     Equipment Maintenance

 OPO,     Medication and Safe Opioid Use

 Three worksheets finalized, Glucose Monitoring
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Luer Misconnections Memo
CMS issues memo March 8, 2013 

This has been a patient safety issues for many 
years

Staff can connect two things together that do not 
belong together because the ends match

For example, a patient had the blood pressure cuff 
connected to the IV and died of an air embolism

 Luer connections easily link many medical 
components, accessories and delivery devices
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Luer Misconnections Memo
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PA Patient Safety Authority Article
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June 2010 Pa Patient Safety Authority
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ISMP Tubing Misconnections  www.ismp.org
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TJC Sentinel Event Alert #36  www,jointcommission.org
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http://www.jointcommission.org/sentine
l_event_alert_issue_36_tubing_misco

nnections—
a_persistent_and_potentially_deadly_

occurrence/

http://www.jointcommission.org/sentine
l_event_alert_issue_36_tubing_misco

nnections—
a_persistent_and_potentially_deadly_

occurrence/

http://www.jointcommission.org/sentine
l_event_alert_issue_36_tubing_misco

nnections—
a_persistent_and_potentially_deadly_

occurrence/

http://www.jointcommission.org/sentine
l_event_alert_issue_36_tubing_misco

nnections—
a_persistent_and_potentially_deadly_

occurrence/

http://www.jointcommission.org/sentine
l_event_alert_issue_36_tubing_misco

nnections—
a_persistent_and_potentially_deadly_

occurrence/



Managing Risk During the Transition
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Misconnections & How to Prepare
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New Standards Prevent Tubing Misconnections
New and unique international standards being 

developed in 2015 for connectors for gas and liquid 
delivery systems

To make it impossible to connect unrelated systems

 Includes new connectors for enteral, respiratory, 
limb cuff inflation neuraxial, and intravascular 
systems

Phase in period for product development, market 
release and implementation guided by the FDA and 
national organizations and state legislatures
 FAQ on small bore connector initiative
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www.premierinc.com/tubingmisconnections/



Complaint Manual Update
 CMS issues memo on April 19, 2013

 CMS updates the Complaint Manual

 Hospital found to be in immediate jeopardy could have 
a full validation survey if the RO requests it

Regional office has discretion
GAO emphasized need to share complaint information 

and SA survey finding with the applicable accreditation 
agency and CMS agrees

TJC, DNV,AOA, or CIHQ
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Complaint Manual Update
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Insulin Pens

33

www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-
and-

Certification/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/Polic
y-and-Memos-to-States-and-Regions.html



CMS Memo on Insulin Pens
Regurgitation of blood into the insulin cartridge after 

injection can occur creating a risk if used on more 
than one patient

Hospital needs to have a policy and procedure

Staff should be educated regarding the safe use of 
insulin pens

More than 2,000 patients were notified in 2011 
because an insulin pen was used on more than one 
patient

CDC issues reminder on same and has free flier
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CDC Reminder on Insulin Pens
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www.cdc.gov/injectionsafety/clinical-reminders/insulin-
pens.html



CDC Has Flier for Hospitals on Insulin Pens
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VA Alert on Insulin Pens
Pharmacist found several insulin pens not labeled 

for individual use

Found used multi-dose pen injectors used on 
multiple patients instead of one patient use

New requirement that can only be stored in 
pharmacy and never ward stocked

 Instituted new education for staff on use

Part of annual competency of staff

 Instituted new policy of safe use of pen injectors
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VA Issues Alert in 2013
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VA Alert on Insulin Pens
Decided to prohibit multi-dose insulin pen injectors 

on all patient units except the following:
 Patients being educated prior to discharge to use a 

insulin pen injector

 Eligible patient is self medication program

 Patient needing treatment and no alternative 
formulation is available

 Patients participating in a research protocol requiring 
an insulin pen

 Pen injectors dispensed directly to patients as an 
outpatient prescription
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FDA Issues An Alert in 2009
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Insulin Pen Posters and Brochures Available
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www.oneandonlycampaign.org
/content/insulin-pen-safety
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Insulin Pen Brochure
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CMS Memo on Safe Injection Practices
All entries into a SDV for purposes of repackaging 

must be completed with 6 hours of the initial 
puncture in pharmacy following USP guidelines

Only exception of when SDV can be used on 
multiple patients

Otherwise using a single dose vial on multiple 
patients is a violation of CDC standards

CMS will cite  hospital under the hospital CoP 
infection control standards since must provide 
sanitary environment
 Also includes ASCs, hospice, LTC, home health, CAH, dialysis, etc.
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Single Dose Memo
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Not All Vials Are Created Equal
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CMS Memo on Safe Injection Practices
Bottom line is you can not use a single dose vial on 

multiple patients

CMS requires hospitals to follow nationally 
recognized standards of care like the CDC 
guidelines

SDV typically lack an antimicrobial preservative

Once the vial is entered the contents can support 
the growth of microorganisms

The vials must have a beyond use date (BUD)  and 
storage conditions on the label
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CMS Memo on Safe Injection Practices
Make sure pharmacist has a copy of this memo

 If medication is repackaged under an arrangement 
with an off site vendor or compounding facility ask 
for evidence they have adhered to 797 standards

ASHP Foundation has a tool for assessing 
contractors who provide sterile products

Go to 
www.ashpfoundation.org/MainMenuCategories/Practice
Tools/SterileProductsTool.aspx

 Click on starting using sterile products outsourcing tool 
now
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www.ashpfoundation.org/MainMenuCategories/Practice
Tools/SterileProductsTool.aspx



Safe Injection Practices www.empsf.org
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CMS Memo May 30, 2014
CMS publishes 4 page memo on infection control 

breaches and when they warrant referral to the 
public health authorities

This includes a finding by the state agency (SA), 
like the Department of Health, or an accreditation 
organization
 TJC, DNV Healthcare, CIHQ, or AOA HFAP

CMS has a list and any breaches should be referred 

Referral is to the state authority such as the state 
epidemiologist or State HAI Prevention Coordinator
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Infection Control Breaches
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CMS Memo Infection Control Breaches
 If any of the listed breaches are observed, then will 

take appropriate enforcement action

And will make the public health authority aware
 Includes LTC, ASCs, hospice, hospitals, home health 

agencies, CAH, rural health clinics and dialysis facilities

CDC is working closely with SA on HAI 
prevention
 List of breaches to be referred include:

Using the same needle for more than one 
individual; 
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CMS Memo Infection Control Breaches
Using the same needle for more than one individual;

Using the same (pre-filled/manufactured/insulin or 
any other) syringe, pen or injection device for more 
than one individual 

Re-using a needle or syringe which has already 
been used to administer medication to an individual 
to subsequently enter a medication container (e.g., 
vial, bag), and then using contents from that 
medication container for another individual

Using the same lancing/fingerstick device for more 
than one individual, even if the lancet is changed
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3 EBOLA Memos Issued
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Access to Hospital Complaint Data
CMS issued Survey and Certification memo on 

March 22, 2013 regarding access to hospital 
complaint data and quarterly since then

 Includes acute care and CAH hospitals 
 Does not include the plan of correction but can request

 Questions to bettercare@cms.hhs.com

This is the CMS 2567 deficiency data and lists the 
tag numbers

 updating quarterly
 Available under downloads on the hospital website at www.cms.gov
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Access to Hospital Complaint Data
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Updated Deficiency Data Reports
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www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-
Certification/CertificationandComplianc/Hospitals.html



Can Count the Deficiencies by Tag Number
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Lists by State and Names Hospitals
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CMS Hospital Worksheets History
 October 14, 2011 CMS issues a 137 page memo in the 

survey and certification section and it was pilot tested in 
hospitals in 11 states 

Memo discusses surveyor worksheets for hospitals by CMS 
during a hospital survey

 Addresses discharge planning, infection control, and 
QAPI (quality improvement performance improvement)
 May 18, 2012 CMS published a  second revised edition and 

pilot tested each of the 3 in every state over summer 2012 

 November 9, 2012 CMS issued the third revised worksheet

Final ones issued November 26, 2014
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Final 3 Worksheets  QAPI
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www.cms.gov/SurveyCertificationG
enInfo/PMSR/list.asp#TopOfPage



CMS Hospital Worksheets
Hospitals should be familiar with the three 

worksheets

Will use whenever a validation survey or 
certification survey is done at a hospital by CMS

CMS says worksheets are used by State and 
federal surveyors on all survey activity in 
assessing compliance with any of the three CoPs

Hospitals are encouraged by CMS to use the 
worksheet as part of their self assessment tools 
which can help promote quality and patient safety
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And of course completing the forms helps the 
hospital to comply with those three CoPs

Citation instructions are provided on each of the 
worksheets

The surveyors will follow standard procedures when 
non-compliance is identified in hospitals

This includes documentation on the Form CMS 
2567

Not used in CAH but good tool for CAH to use

Questions to: hospitalscg@cms.hhs.gov
65

CMS Hospital Worksheets



CMS Hospital Worksheets
Some of the questions asked might not be apparent 

from a reading of the CoPs

So the worksheets are a good communication 
device

 It helps to clearly communicate to hospitals what is 
going to be asked in these 3 important areas

Hospitals might want to consider putting together a 
team to review the 3 worksheets and complete the 
form in advance as a self assessment

Hospitals should consider attaching the 
documentation and P&P to the worksheet 
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TJC has published many changes over the past 
two years
 Many of the changes reflected in their standards is to be  

in compliance with the CMS CoP

 Standards are for hospitals that use them to get deemed 
status  to allow payment for M/M patients

 This means hospitals do not have to have a survey by 
CMS every 3 years

 Can still get a complaint or validation survey

 So now TJC standards crosswalk closer to the CMS 
CoPs (not called JCAHO any more)

TJC Revised Requirements
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Hospitals that participate in Medicare or Medicaid 
must meet the COPs for all patients in the facilities 
and not just those patients who are Medicare or 
Medicaid

Hospitals accredited by TJC, AOA, CIHQ, or DNV 
Healthcare have what is called deemed status
 These are the only 4 that CMS has given deemed status 

to for hospitals and 5th possible is AAHHS

This means you can get reimbursed without going 
through a state agency survey
 States can still institute a survey and be more restrictive

Mandatory Compliance
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All Interpretative guidelines are in the state 
operations manual and are found at this website1

 Appendix A, Tag A-0001 to A-1164
 You can look up any tag number under this manual

Manuals
Manuals are now being updated more frequently

 Still need to check survey and certification website 
once a month and transmittals to keep up on new 
changes 2

1http://www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendicestoc.pdf

2 http://www.cms.gov/Transmittals/01_overview.asp

CMS Hospital CoPs



Location of CMS Hospital CoP Manual
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CMS  Hospital CoP Manual Appendix A
http://cms.hhs.gov/manuals/Downloads/som107ap_a_hospitals.pdf

New website for all manuals
www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendixtoc.pdf
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Important interpretive guidelines for hospitals and to    
keep handy
A- Hospitals and C-Critical Access Hospitals
C-Labs
V-EMTALA
Q-Determining Immediate Jeopardy
 I-Life Safety Code Violations
All CMS forms are on their website
Consider gap analysis

Conditions of Participation (CoPs)
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Step one is publication in Federal Register 

Step two is where CMS publishes the 
interpretive guidelines

The interpretive guidelines provide instructions 
to the surveyors on how to survey the CoPs
These are called survey procedure

Not all the standards have survey procedures

Questions such as “Ask patients to tell you if the 
hospital told them about their rights”

Survey Procedure
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 These will be discussed throughout presentation:
 Restraint and seclusion (annual)

 Abuse, neglect and harassment (annual)

 Infection control, Advance directive, and Timing of 
medications,  Safe opioid use and Medication P&P

Medication errors, drug incompatibility and ADR

Organ donation, standing orders & protocols

 IVs and blood and blood products P&P (competency)

 ED common emergencies, IVs and blood and blood 
products for ED

CMS Required Education
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 Life Safety Code Compliance

 Infection Control and CMS gets $50 million grant to 
enforce  and now HHS gets 1 billion so more 
knowledgeable

Patient Rights especially R&S and grievances

 EMTALA, Medication Management

Performance Improvement (CMS calls it QAPI) 

Dietary and cleanliness of dietary

 Infection control issues in dietary is big!

What’s Really Important
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What’s Really Important
Verbal orders

History and physicals

Need  order for respiratory and rehab (such as 
physical therapy)

Need order for diet, medications, and radiology

Anesthesia (updated four times)

Standing orders and protocols

Medications within 3 time frames

Note the CMS Deficiency Memo
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First 37 pages list the survey protocol, 
including sections on:
Off-survey preparation

Entrance activities

 Information gathering/investigation

Exit conference

Post survey activities

Survey Protocol
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 Survey done through observation, interviews, and document 
review

 Usually surveys are done Monday through Friday but can 
come on weekends or evenings

 Federal law allows CMS or department of health surveyors 
access to your facility or risk losing your reimbursement 
under Medicare and Medicaid

 CAH rehab or psych (behavioral health) is surveyed under 
this section even though CAH has separate manual

 Size of team will vary on a number of factors and if 
complaint or validation survey

 Can find condition (not good) or standard level deficiency

Survey Protocol 
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New website for all manuals
www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/som107_Appendixtoc.pdf
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The hospital must be in compliance with all 
federal, state, and local laws

Survey procedure tells surveyor to interview 
CEO or other designated by hospital
Refer non-compliance to proper agency with 

jurisdiction such as OSHA (TB, blood borne 
pathogen, universal precautions, EPA (haz mat 
or waste issues), or Rehabilitation Act of 1973

Will ask if cited for any violation since last visit

Compliance with Laws  A-0020
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 Hospital must be licensed or approved for 
meeting standards for licensure, as applicable
 Personnel must be licensed or certified if required 

by state (doctors, nurses, PT, PA,  etc.)

 If telemedicine used must be licensed in state 
patient located and where practitioner is located

 Verify that staff and personnel meet all 
standards (such as CE’s) required by state law

 Review sample of personnel files to be sure  
credentials and licensure is up to date

Compliance with Laws 0023, 0022
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Hospital must have an effective governing body that 
is legally responsible for the conduct of the hospital

Can share a board in hospital system now

Written documentation identifies an individual as 
being responsible for conduct of hospital operations

Board  makes sure MS requirements are met
 Board must determine which categories of practitioners 

are eligible for appointment to medical staff (MS), as 
allowed by your state law; CRNA, NP, PA’s,  nurse 
midwives, chiropractors,  podiatrists, dentists, registered 
dietician, clinical psychologist,  PharmD, social worker 
etc.)

Governing Body (Board) 43 2013 & 2014



Governing Body (Board)   043 2013
No survey of hospital systems

Can’t just have one policy for the system

Each individual hospital can use a hospital system’s 
policy but they must individually adopt it

Such as hospital A adopts the policy of XX 
Healthsystem

Hospital must be clear that their hospital has 
elected to adopt any specific policy

Minutes need to be clear of one board for two 
hospitals
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Governing Body (Board)  43 2013 2014
Each hospital must have their own CNO

Cannot have one integrated nursing service 
department between two separate hospitals just 
because they are in the same healthcare system

 It is possible to have one CNO to run two 
hospitals if able to carry out the duties of each 
hospital

System may chose to operate QAPI program at the 
system level but each certified hospital must have 
its own PI data with AE and standardized indicators
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Board must determine what category of practitioners 
are eligible for appointment to the MS (44)
 Physicians which includes dentists, podiatrists, 

chiropractors, optometrists

 Should grant privileges and be appointed to the MS

 Non-physicians may include PA, NP, CNS, CNM, 
CRNA, CSW, clinical psychologist, AA, clinical 
pharmacist, RD or nutrition specialist

 Some others may be eligible for privileges based on 
state law and MS bylaws and R/R such as PT, OT, 
Speech language pathologist

Medical Staff and Board  2014 



Medical Staff and Board  2014 
Board appoints individuals to the MS with the 

advice and recommendation of the MS (0046)

Will review board minutes to make sure they are 
involved in appointment of MS

Board must assure MS has bylaws and they 
comply with the CoPs (0047)
Board must make sure they have approved the MS 

bylaws and rules and regulations (0048) and any 
changes
 TJC MS.01.01.01 as to what goes into a bylaw or R/R
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Board must ensure MS is accountable to the board 
for the quality of care provided to patients (0049)

All care given to patients must be by or in 
accordance with the order of practitioner who is 
operating within privileges granted by the Board
 Need order for any medications

 Need to document the order even if there is a protocol 
approved by the medical board for it

 ED nurse starts IV on patient with chest pain and 
documents it in the order sheet

 Discussed later under section 405, 406, 457,  and 450

Medical Staff and Board 
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Board ensures that criteria for selection of MS 
members is based on (0050)

MS privileges describe privileging process and 
ensure there is written criteria for appt to MS 

 Individual character, competence, training, 
experience and judgment

Make sure under no circumstances is staff 
membership or privileges based solely on 
certification, fellowship, or membership in a 
specialty society (0051)

 TJC has a tracer now on this

Board and Medical Staff



Medical Staff  2013
Previous CMS regulations limited access by 

requiring physicians to co-sign all orders

Changes eliminate some of the barriers

This change will allow hospitals to more fully utilize 
practitioners skills such as NP or PharmD or RD

Podiatrist could serve as president of the MS

Others C&P still have to follow the MS bylaws and 
R/R

Can have categories in MS but MS must still 
examine credentials
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Board and the Medical Staff
CMS Guidance issued to clarify it is a 

recommendation that MS must conduct appraisals 
of practitioners at least every 24 months
 Need to do every 24 months if TJC accredited

MS must examine each practitioner’s qualifications 
and competencies to perform each task, activity, or 
privilege

 Included current work, specialized training, patient 
outcomes, education, currency of compliance with 
licensure requirements
 MS section repeated in tag 338-363 so will not duplicate
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Board and the Medical Staff  2014
 The board must consult directly with the individual 

assigned responsibility for the organization and conduct 
of the Medical Staff or their designee
 Often this is the chief medical officer (CMO) or President of 

the MS

 The direct consult must occur periodically throughout the 
year
 CMS recommends at least twice a year

 It must include matters related to quality of the medical 
care provided 
 If multi-hospital system must consult directly with each CMO
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Appointment to the Medical Staff  2014
Can have a separate  and distinct medical staff (MS) 

for each hospital in a system or
Can have a unified and integrated medical staff
 Must be allowed by state law and establish P&P

 Must be consistent with MS bylaws

MS must have voted and passed by a majority vote

This can occur if part of a hospital system consisting 
of separately certified hospitals
 Must describe the process for self governance, peer 

review, appointment, C&P, oversight, due process etc.
93



Telemedicine  52
Medical staff makes a recommendation to do use a 

distant site to C&P physicians

Board agrees and must enter into agreement with 
distant site hospital (DSH) or distant site 
telemedicine entity (DSTE)

CMS says what must be in the agreement to make 
sure the hospital is in compliance with the CoPs

Must be licensed in that state

Provide evidence of C&P and provides copy of their 
privileges
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Telemedicine 52
Hospital can rely on the C&P decision of the DSH or 

DSTE

The hospital must report to the distant site any 
complaints received or information on adverse 
events

Can have one file with telemedicine physicians or 
can keep separate file

Surveyor will look at documentation indicated that it 
granted privileges to each telemedicine physician or 
that it relied on the distant site entity to do this
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Board must appoint a CEO who is 
responsible for managing the hospital

Verify CEO is responsible for managing entire 
hospital

Verify the board has appointed a CEO

CEO is a very important position and CMS 
has only a small section

TJC in the leadership standard has more 
detailed information on the role of the CEO

CEO        57
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Board must make sure every patient has to be 
under the care of a doctor (or dentist, podiatrist, 
chiropractor, psychologist, et. al.)

Practitioners must be licensed and a member of MS

 If LIPs can admit (NP, Midwives, PAs) still need to 
see evidence of being under care of MD/DO 

 If state law allows needs policies and bylaws to 
ensure compliance

 Exception is a separate federal law where no 
supervision required by midwives for Medicaid 
patients

Care of Patients 63-68
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Evidence of being under care of MD/DO must be in 
the medical record

Verify with your state department of health what 
documentation is required

Board and MS establish P&P and bylaws to ensure 
compliance

Board must make sure doctor is on duty or on call at 
all times, doctor of medicine or osteopathy is 
responsible for monitoring care M/M patient 
 Interview nurses and make sure they are able to call the 

on-call MD/DO and they come to the hospital when needed

Care of Patients 63-68 
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Patient admitted by dentist, chiropractor, podiatrist 
etc., needs to be monitored by a MD/DO, as 
allowed by state law

Each state has a scope of practice which talks 
about what they can do under state law

 The board and MS must have policies to make sure 
Medicare/Medicaid patient is responsible for any 
care OUTSIDE the scope of practice of the 
admitting practitioner

What is the scope of practice in your state for NP, 
CRNAs, Midwifes, and PAs?

Care of Patients 0067-68 
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Need institutional plan

 Include annual operating budget with all 
anticipated income and expenses

Provide for capital expenditures for 3 year period

 Identify sources of financing for acquisition of 
land improvement of land, buildings and 
equipment

Must be submitted for review
 TJC has similar standards in its leadership chapter

Plan and Budget 0073-0077
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Plan and Budget 
Need institutional plan 

Must include acquisition of land and 
improvement to land and building

Must be reviewed and updated annually

Must be prepared under direction of board and a 
committee of representatives from the Board 
administrative staff, and MS (077)

Verify that all 3 participated in the plan and 
budget
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 Board responsible for services provided in hospital 
(0083)
 Whether provided by hospital employees or under 

contract

 Board must take action under hospital’s QAPI 
program to assess services provided both by 
employees and  under direct contract

 Identify quality problems and ensure monitoring 
and correction of any problems
 TJC has more detailed contract management standards 

in LD chapter

Contracted Services
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Board must ensure services performed under 
contract are performed in a safe and efficient 
manner

 Increased scrutiny on contracted services

Review QAPI plan to ensure that every contracted 
service is evaluated

Maintain a list of all contracted services (85)

Contractor services must be in compliance with 
CoPs
 Consider adding section to all contracts to address CoP 

requirements

Contracted Services 
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Remember to see the EMTALA separate CoP

Revised May 29, 2009  and amended July 2010 
and now 68 pages

Consider doing yearly education on EMTALA to 
your ED staff and for on call physicians

 If hospital has an ED,  you must comply with this 
section

 If no ED services, Board must be sure hospital has 
written P&P for emergencies of patients, staff and 
visitors

Emergency Services 91
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Qualified RN must be able to assess patients

Verify that MS has P&P on how to address 
emergency procedures

Need P&P when patient’s needs exceed hospital’s 
capacity 

Need P&P on appropriate transport

 Train staff on what to do in case of an emergency

Should not rely on 911 for on-campus and need 
trained staff to respond to the code or emergency

Emergency Services 91 
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 If emergency services are provided at the 
hospital but not at the off campus department 
then you need P&P on what to do at the off-
campus department when they have an 
emergency 
Do whatever you can to initially treat and stabilize 

the patient etc
Call 911 (off campus only!)
Provide care consistent with your ability
 Includes visitors, staff and patients
Make sure staff are oriented to the policy

Emergency Services 91 
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Must have MR services and have an 
administrator responsible for MR and will 
sample 10% of daily census and at least 30 
records

Must keep MR on every patient and have one 
unified MR service responsible for all MR, 
both inpatient and outpatient

MR includes radiology films and scans, 
pathology slides, computerized information, 
et al

Medical Record Services 0432
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Organization must be appropriate for size 
and must employ adequate personnel to 
ensure prompt completion, filing, and 
retrieval

Must have proper education, skills, 
qualifications and experience to meet state 
and federal law

Ensure proper coding and indexing of records

Surveyor will look at job descriptions and 
staffing schedules

Staffing of Medical Records 432
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MR on each patient

Both inpatients and outpatients

MR must be accurate (contains all orders, test 
results, care plans, treatment and response to 
treatment), complete, retained and accessible
Accessible 24 hours a day)

Use a system of author identification and protect 
security of all records

Protected from fire, water damage and other 
threats

Retention of Record 438
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Must be promptly completed  and within 30 
days 
Kept at least 5 years (439) in original,  microfilm, 
computer memory or other electronic storage
CAH is 6 years

Certain medical records may be retained longer 
if required by state or federal law (OSHA, EPA, 
FDA)
See retention law memo from AHIMA

Will request records from 48-60 months ago

Medical Records
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Retrieval 440
Must have a system of coding and 
indexing that allows timely retrieval of MR

Must be able to retrieve by diagnosis and 
procedure to support  medical care 
studies

MR have to be accessible for 
departments that need them like the 
emergency department
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Standard: Must have a procedure for 
ensuring confidentiality of MR
Hospital must ensure that unauthorized individuals 
can not gain access to or alter the medical records

Copies may only be released to authorized 
individuals and written authorization by 
proper person, DPOA, guardian, etc.
Release original only for court orders, subpoenas but 
usually will take a certified copy

Surveyor will ask for policy

Confidentiality 441



Confidentiality 441
Reiterated some of the things in tag 143 and 147

Must have P&P to ensure confidentiality of the MR

May use for payment or healthcare operations 
without the patient’s authorization
 Financial, legal, PI, activities of the hospital to conduct 

business and support core functions, case management, 
audit, medical reviews, fraud and abuse detection, etc.

P&P must limit disclose of MR to the minimum 
disclosure necessary

Surveyor will observe to make sure MR protected
113
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Contain records, notes, reports assessment to 
justify
Admission
Continued hospitalization
Support the diagnosis
Describe the patient’s progress
Describe response to medications and to 
interventions, care, and treatment
Records must be promptly filed in chart

Content of Records 449
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All entries must be legible, complete, dated and 
timed
Must be authenticated by the person responsible 
for ordering, providing, or evaluating the service 
provided

Specify in MS or hospital policy who can make 
entries in medical record

Need method to identify author (written 
signatures, initials, computer key, or other code)  
and a list of written signatures must be available

Legible and Authenticated 450
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Legible and Authenticated
Must have P&P if electronic medical record

MS R&R address countersignature when 
required by policy or state law and this is defined 
in MS R&R

Section on standing orders (preprinted order 
sets)

Sign, date, and time the last page

 Include total number of pages such as page 3 of 3

 Initial any changes, additions, or deletions
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If rubber stamp used, must have signed statement 
only that individual will use it, but do not allow for 
signature or you may not be paid for care

Just don’t allow stamps for signatures on orders

Also CMS issued in a separate Program Integrity 
manual April 2010 stamps are not allowed

If electronic MR must demonstrate how alterations 
are prevented

Can’t use system of auto authentication that says 
can not review because not transcribed yet

Medical Records 450
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Verbal Orders 454 and 457   2013
Recall verbal order section starting in MS section at tag 

number 407 is repeated and already discussed

All doctor can sign VO for any other doctor on case or 
practitioner responsible for care if within scope and state law

Person who takes VO must read it back and write it down 
with date and time

When doctor or LIP authenticates and signs off order must 
date and time it also

Sign off  as required by state law and if no state law then as 
required by your hospital P&P
 If state law says sign off in 24 or 48 hours you must follow

 If no state law then no longer 48 hours and many hospitals sign off 
within 30 days but must still sign off, date and time the entry



Tag 457   Standing Orders 2013
Standard: hospitals can use preprinted and 

electronic standing orders, order sets, and protocols 
for patient orders only if the hospital has the 
following 4 things:

Make sure the orders and protocols have been 
reviewed and approved by the MS (such as the 
MEC) and the hospital’s nursing and pharmacy 
leadership

Demonstrate that the orders and protocols are 
consistent with nationally recognized and evidenced 
based guidelines

119



Standing Orders  Tag 457   2013
No standard definition of standing orders

For brevity CMS uses standing orders to 
include pre-printed orders, electronic standing 
orders, order sets and protocols
Said these are forms of standing orders

States lack of standard definition may result in 
confusion

Not all preprinted and electronic order sets are 
considered a standing order covered by this 
regulation

120



Standing Orders    Tag 457   2013
Example; doctor or qualified practitioner picks 
from an order set menu and treatment 
choices can not be initiated by nurses or 
other non-practitioner staff then menus are 
not standing orders covered by this regulation

Menu options does not create an order set 
subject to these regulations

The physician has the choice not to use this 
menu and could create orders from scratch or 
modify it
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Standing Order Requirements  457
Must be well-defined clinical situations with 

evidence to support standardized treatments

Appropriate use can contribute to patient 
safety and quality care

Can be initiated as emergency response 

Can be initiated as part of an evidenced based 
treatment regime where not practicable to get 
a written or verbal order

Must be medically appropriate such as RRT
122



Standing Order Requirements  457
Triage and initialing screening to stabilize ED 

patients presenting with symptoms of MI, stroke, 
asthma

Post-operative recovery areas like PACU

Timely provisions of immunizations

Can’t be used when prohibited by state or federal 
law so no standing orders on R&S

CMS has set forth a number of minimum 
requirements for standing orders that must be 
present for a well-defined clinical scenario

123



Minimum Requirements for Standing Orders
Must be approved by MS, nursing and pharmacy 

leadership

P&P address how it is developed, approved, 
monitored, initiated by staff and signed off or 
authenticated
Must have specific criteria identified in the protocol 

for the order for a nurse or other staff to initiate

Such as a specific clinical situation, patient 
condition or diagnosis

Must include process to have them signed off
124



Minimum Requirements for Standing Orders
Hospital must document standing order is 

consistent with nationally recognized and evidenced 
based guidelines

Burden is on the hospital to show there is sound 
basis for the standing order

Must have regular review to ensure its still useful 
and a safe order

P&P address how to correct it, revise or modify

Must be placed in the order section of the chart 

Must be dated, timed, and signed
125



Standing Orders  Tag 457   2013
Make sure there is periodic and regular review of 

the orders and protocols conducted by the MS, 
nursing and pharmacy leadership to determine the 
continued usefulness and safety

Make sure they are dated, timed, and authenticated 
promptly in the medical record
 Signed off by the ordering practitioner of another 

practitioner on the case

 Could be signed off by non-physician if allowed by 
hospital policy, state law, the person state law scope 
of practice, and MS bylaws or R/R
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Repeats same provisions on H&P as in 
medical staff section under tag number 358 
and 359

H&P done within 24 hours, not older than 30 
days old and updated within 24 hours and 
updated and on chart before patient goes to 
surgery

PA and NP can do if allowed by hospital and 
all state laws allow and physician reviews and 
authenticates with date, time, and signature

History and Physical 458 and 461
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There needs to be an updated entry in the 
medical record to reflect any changes

Person who does the H&P must be licensed 
and qualified

Example, family physician does H&P 2 
weeks ago for patient having CABG today

Surgeon would review, update, and 
determine if any changes since it was done and 
authenticate document

H&P Admission
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Can include in progress notes or has stamp 
sticker, check box,  or entry on H&P form

Should say that H&P was reviewed, the 
patient examined, and that “no change” has 
occurred in the patient’s condition since the 
H&P was completed

There needs to be a complete H&P in the 
chart for every patient except in emergencies 
and can make entry in progress notes

History and Physicals
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New regulation expands the number of categories 
of people who can do a H&P

If state law and the hospital allows (which most do) 
a PA or NP may perform

Physician is still responsible for the contents and 
must sign off the H&P when done by one of these 
allied health professionals

Need to do PI to make sure all H&P are on the 
chart especially when the patient goes to surgery

TJC H&P standards at the end

History and Physicals 
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Must have admitting diagnosis in chart (463)
All consults and findings by clinical staff and others 
must be documented (464)
Information must be promptly filed in the MR so 
staff has access to it (464)
Must document complications and hospital 
associated infections (HAI)  and unfavorable 
reactions to drugs and anesthesia (465)
It is important for all practitioners to be aware of the 
need to document complications and how to do this 
correctly

MR Must Contain 464 and 465
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Now three separate sections related to 
informed consent in patient rights, medical 
record  and  surgical services

Properly executed informed consent for 
procedures and treatments specified by MS

Need list of all surgeries (as defined now by 
ACS and AMA) and procedures with yes or 
no

Informed Consent  466
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Minimum elements in an informed consent

Name of hospital

Name of procedure or treatment

Name of responsible practitioner who is 
performing

Statement that benefits, material risks and 
alternatives were explained

Signature of patient

Date and time form is signed

Informed Consent MR Mandatory
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CMS has list of optional elements which they 
call a well designed consent form

Medical record must contain an informed 
consent for procedures and treatments 
specified as requiring on and MS by-laws 
should address this

Consider state laws requiring informed 
consent such as for invasive procedures and 
any federal laws such as informed consent 
for research

Medical Records 466
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Procedure Name          Requires Informed Consent 

Ablations   Yes

Amniocentesis Yes

Angiogram Yes

Angiography Yes

Angioplasties Yes

Arthrogram Yes

Arterial Line insertion (performed alone) Yes

Aspiration Cyst (simple/minor) No

List of Procedures
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Need for all surgeries

Exception is emergencies

All inpatients and outpatients

For all procedures specified

Needs to reflect a process

Form must follow policies

Must include state or federal requirements

Must contain minimum requirements (mandatory)

Informed Consent Forms
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Medical record must contain an informed 
consent for procedures and treatments 
specified as requiring one

Medical staff by-laws should address this

Consider state laws requiring informed 
consent such as for invasive procedures

Consider any federal laws such as informed 
consent for research, and state laws on 
informed consent

Medical Records
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Name of the practitioner who conducted the 
informed consent discussion with the patient 
or the patient’s representative
It is required to tell the patient this but optional to 
put it in writing

Date, time, and signature of witness

Indication or listing of the material risks of the 
procedure or treatment that were discussed 
with the patient or the patient’s 
representative

Well Designed (Optional)
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Statement, if applicable, that physicians other 
than the operating practitioner, including but 
not limited to residents, will be performing 
important tasks related to the surgery, in 
accordance with the hospital’s policies and, in 
the case of residents, based on their skill set 
and under the supervision of the responsible 
practitioner

Still have to inform patient if someone is 
doing important parts of the surgery but 
having it in writing is optional

Well Designed (Optional)
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Statement, if applicable, that QMP who are 
not physicians who will perform important 
parts of the surgery 

Or administration of anesthesia will be 
performing only tasks that are within their 
scope of practice,

 As determined under State law and 
regulation,

 And for which they have been granted 
privileges by the hospital

Well Designed (Optional)
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Verify hospital has assured MS has list of 
procedures and treatments that require 
consent

Verify informed consent forms six mandatory 
elements 

Compare the hospital standard informed 
consent form to the P&Ps to make sure  
consistent

Make sure any state law requirements are 
included

Survey Procedure
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Medical record must contain all orders, 
nursing notes, reports, medication records, 
radiology, lab reports, and vital signs

Orders must be authenticates or signed off

All reports of treatment which includes 
complications

Any other information used to monitor the 
patient’s condition

Chart Must Contain 467
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All medical records must have a discharge 
summary with outcome of hospitalization

Disposition of the patient

Provisions for follow up care

Follow-up care includes post hospital 
appointments, how care needs will be met, and 
any plans for home health care, LTC, hospice or 
assisted living

Can delegate to NP or PA if allowed by state law but 
physician must authenticate and date it and time it

Discharge Summary 468
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Every medical record has to have a final 
diagnosis

Medical records must be completed 
within 30 days (same as TJC)
NQF 2010 34 Safe Practices recommends discharge 

summaries be dictated at discharge and sent promptly to 
PCP

CMS discharge planning worksheets says PCP needs to 
have before first post hospital visit

Includes inpatient and outpatient charts

Final Diagnosis 469
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The End!    Questions??
Sue Dill Calloway RN, Esq. 

CPHRM, CCMSCP

AD, BA, BSN, MSN, JD

President of Patient Safety and 
Education Consulting

Board Member             
Emergency Medicine Patient 
Safety Foundation
 614 791-1468

 sdill1@columbus.rr.com
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TJC Tracer MS Credentialing and Privileging
Will look at the design of the MS and look at 

verification of credentials, limitations or relinquishing 
privileges, health status, morbidity and mortality, 
peer recommendations etc

Consistent process for all practitioners

Scope of the MS process to determine if all LIPs 
and other practitioners are reviewed

The link between results of ongoing professional 
practice evaluation and focused professional 
performance evaluation and the adherence to 
criteria.
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TJC Tracer MS Credentialing and Privileging
How the organization is monitoring the performance 

of all licensed independent practitioners on an 
ongoing basis

How does the hospital evaluates performance of 
LIPs who do not have current performance 
documentation (FPPE)?

How does the hospital evaluate LIPs who 
performance has raised concerns regarding safe 
quality care?

Will look to see if state opted out supervision with 
CRNAs, P&Ps for supervision of CRNAs, etc
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This presentation is intended solely to provide general 
information and does not constitute legal advice. Attendance 
at the presentation or later review of these printed materials 

does not create an attorney-client relationship with the 
presenter(s). You should not take any action based upon any 
information in this presentation without first consulting legal 

counsel familiar with your particular circumstances.
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Thank you for attending!!
Sue Dill Calloway RN, Esq. 

CPHRM, CCMSCP

AD, BA, BSN, MSN, JD

President of Patient Safety and 
Education Consulting
 Board Member                     

Emergency Medicine Patient Safety 
Foundation

 614 791-1468

 sdill1@columbus.rr.com
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